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Introduction
In an attempt to capitalise on the same advantages that having hands benefit human beings, researchers have recently put a lot of effort into the development of dexterous robotic hands, due to the mechanical (high number of degrees-of-freedom) and sensory (tactile, force, torque, heat) capabilities that they provide. These devices allow robotic platforms to perform precise manipulation of objects (reaching, grasping, transportation, inhand reorientation) [1], as well as haptic exploration of surfaces using different patterns of movements (lateral motion, pressand-release, static contact), thereby promoting the extraction and integration of different haptic properties (contours, texture, compliance, temperature) of the materials these surfaces are composed of [2] .
The contributions presented in this work are related with the robotic haptic exploration of surfaces, following three essential assumptions: (1) no other type of sensors are used besides haptics (i.e. exploration is "blind"); (2) exploration paths are not predefined; (3) the surface geometry is unknown to the robot. The objectives of the exploration tasks concern haptic discontinuity/contour following. Haptic discontinuities are defined by the transition/border regions between surfaces with different haptic properties. During haptic exploration, the interaction of , demonstrating a haptic discontinuity following task: straight line geometry. In this work, the haptic exploration tasks are more challenging: three materials and discontinuities with other geometries than straight lines. b) Illustration of a 2D isometric grid partitioning a real world workspace area. Each cell v has a dimension ε and is described by position (x, y) expressed in {W }.
